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EDITORIAL

Pre-cancel expert, George Manley, has written to say that, after 70 years
of collecting pre-cancels, he has had to `retire'; needless to say George
started very young! However, all those years of accumulated wisdom are
not to be lost forever as George has kindly donated his collection of
precancelled postal stationery to the National Archive of Canada, this
includes both envelopes and cards. In addition, George has presented a
photostat record, in three books, to the CPS library. One book covers
the collection, the other two carry descriptions of pre-cancel users and
their envelopes. Thank you George, on behalf of both current members
and those yet to join us who may benefit from your generosity.

We were sorry to learn of the death of Gerry Wellburn on 25 May,
at the age of 92. Gerry was the longest surviving Fellow of the CPS,
being joint second signatory to the Roll with R.W.T.Lees-Jones in 1948,
two years after our founder, `Stevie'. Gerry put together one of the finest
collections of British Columbia of all time and was still winning
international medals and prizes up to only a few years ago.

On a brighter note, Convention time is coming round again. If
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you've not already sent in your booking form or competition entry
form, then please do it now; it will help our president immensely. If
you've not been before then come along and give it a try, even if only for
a day - there's no registration fee.

FROM THE PRESIDENT.

Preparations for Convention '92 are well in hand. The block booking
has about been taken up and hopefully the hotel will come up with
rooms to accommodate further applications, The response gives a
spread of membership from both sides of the Atlantic and elsewhere in
the world,

The philatelic programme is as given in the April Maple Leaves,
however, the Committee Meeting will be advanced to Friday morning
with the A.G.M. at 9 am on the Saturday. These changes advocated by
the Executive allow an additional display group (or review of
competition entries) commencing 10.30 am Members will be saddened
to learn that Geoff Manton recently suffered a mild stroke which
necessitated a spell in hospital, though now thankfully he is convalescing
satisfactorily. Assuredly members would join me in wishing Geoff a
speedy recovery. Though determined to be at Perth he asks to step back
as our Auctioneer and I am pleased to say that Frank Laycock has
agreed to step in.

Apologies to members for the omission re despatch of the
Competition entry forms as indicated - these hiccups do occur and are
no doubt sent to try our patience. Nevertheless I trust that members will
still take time to mount an entry, but more particularly I would really be
delighted to see more first time entrants coming forward.

On the social side visits have been arranged for GLAMIS CASTLE
on Thursday and THE GLENTURRET DISTILLERY and CRIEFF
VISITOR CENTRE on Friday afternoon The Perth Repertory Theatre
Company is presenting `Mary Queen of Scots got her head chopped off,'
on which is described as an irreverent look at history,

In ending this message I would send the very best of wishes to you
all, Safe journeying either on holiday, or attending philatelic functions.

Jim McLaren
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SHOOT FIRST!
By The Yellow Peril Photo by Today' s Seniors

Periodically I am offered puzzling but interesting postal history material
with which I am unfamiliar and even though my gut feelings tell me that
I should have it, I hesitate. By the time I find out just how interesting the
item is, it is too late "Just sold it" (and always to an adversary)! Having
been frustrated a number of times by dealers chanting these lyrics to me,
I decided to "shoot first and ask questions later" when offered this
American card with three Canadian stamps.

This U.S. post card, insufficiently prepaid by a Canadian Ic SQ, was treated as a
letter and held for additional postage.

The above is a lc United States postal stationery card that was first
franked with a lc SQ and mailed at New Westminster where it was
postmarked with a `MY 4 95 B.C.' circular date stamp. The rate for
Canadian post cards to the United States was lc at the time and were
the above a Canadian card, it would have passed. Since it is an
American post card with a Canadian lc stamp, it was treated as a letter
underpaid by 2c (letter rate to the U.S.. was 3c). Furthermore, had this
card been posted without any Canadian postage, it would have been
sent to the Dead Letter Office. Accordingly, the card was sent to
Victoria. B.C., the closest Canadian post office to Port Townsend,
Wash. (a distance of only 40 kilometres as the crow flies),
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PHILATELIC AUCTIONS • LTD.

IMPORTANT B.N.A. SALE IN OCTOBER 1992

^^6 JG i s

* Part 3 of the `Zurich' collection will be the highlight of our Sale with
an extremely fine range of 3d Beavers and fine early covers.

* If you wish to consign for this sale, please do so immediately.
Catalogues will be available from August/September free to our
subscribers, £10 post free, to non-subscribers.

* For further details please call us at Derby.

CATALOGUE SUBSRIPTIONS: Inland £20 Europe £30 Rest of World £40

(For 1992-3 season)

SITWELL STREET , DERBY DE1 2JP
TELEPHONE : (0332) 46753
FAX : (0332 ) 294440: FAX
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At Victoria the card was stamped with a straight line `HELD FOR
POSTAGE' (purple) and the post office inspector's oval handstamp
(blue) on 6 May, 1895. Seemingly, the Victoria post office then asked
(and received) 2c from Waterman and Katz - the addressee; affixed a
pair of lc SQs to the card to make up the 3c letter rate; cancelled the SQs
with the `VICTORIA MY 10 95' cds; and sent it on its way. The card
arrived at Port Townsend at 7 a.m. the next morning (after only seven
days of travelling and commotion from start to finish).

Since purchasing the above I have acquired an appreciation for and
enjoyed two other similar cards mailed to the U.S. fully prepaid with 3c
stamps. Had I backed down in the initial confrontation, this pleasure
would have been denied me.

"Howdy partners. I hope that my rewarding experience will
encourage you to be quick on the draw!"

Reference: Steinhart, Allan L., Postal History of the Post Card 1871 - 1911,
Toronto: Mission Press, 1980.

Editor's Note: The postal regulation stipulating that American post cards be
treated as letters when mailed from Canada is clear cut, although the rationale
behind this practice is a mystery.

Does anyone have a similar insufficiently prepaid card sent to the U.S. but rated
and/or 'postage dued?

CANADIAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF GREAT
BRITAIN

Annual subscription, due on 1 October, £9.50, payable to the Society, to
Dr John Gatecliff, Subscription Manager

The dollar equivalents are $20 CAN (+ $5.00 if airmail delivery
required) and $17 US (+ $4.00 if airmail delivery required)

It would help the Society considerably if Canadian members
pay in $CAN via Wayne Curtis as we are liable to a bank handling

charge of £6. Please make your cheque payable to Wayne,
his address is PO Box 74 Stn A, Toronto, Canada MSW lA2

Members who have not paid the current year's subscription by 31 December
will be removed from the Maple Leaves circulation list and reinstatment will

incur an additional fee of £1 or its $ equivalent.
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PUBLIC
AUCTIONS

CATALOGt E ON REQCEST

n AT LEAST FOUR M AJOR SALES A YEAR.

n WORLDWIDE BUT FEATURING CANADA.

n STAMPS . COVERS, PROOFS . COLLECTIONS AND LOTS.

PRIVATE TREATY - with our Worldwide clientele. we can

sell any property that is priced fairly in today's market.

COLLECTIONS PURCHASED - Our interest is in better

Canadian collections of Postal History. Cancels and Pre 1950

stamps.

RETAIL STOCK - One of the largest stocks of British North
America . Visit our Downtown Location or try our Approval

Service.

(OUR 35th YEAR)

JIM A. HENNOK LTD.
185 Queen St . East, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5A 1S2.

(416) 363-7757
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THE BOGUS ' PARIS ' LABELS
by C. A. Stillions , FRPSL, OTB
& David F . Sessions , FRPSL, FCPS

In the spring of 1901 these four stamps, figure 1, were being peddled to
the stamp trade as new revenue stamps from Newfoundland; their status
was quickly challenged and by April 1902 they were confirmed as
bogus.' They quietly disappeared from the marketplace only to reappear
from time to time with a great big question mark as to their status.4

Figure 1

Until about ten years ago the only readily available information
was contained in Winthrop S. Boggs' POSTAGE STAMPS AND
POSTAL HISTORY OF NEWFOUNDLAND.' They are mentioned in
Robson Lowe's ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BRITISH EMPIRE
POSTAGE STAMPS, VOLUME V NORTH AMERICA but are not
illustrated." Since then, Ed Wener of Indigo and L. N. Williams have
published new findings. Ed Wener published his new information in his
company's December 1981 price list (updated in Spring 1992) and L. N.
Williams' appeared in the 16 March and 20 April 1987 editions of
LINN'S STAMP NEWS.''' The purpose of this short article is to
summarize this information and add some further information. There is
a lot of fog surrounding these labels, hopefully this information will lift
some of it.

There are four designs with values inscribed. They are the one cent,
post rider; the three cents, sailing ship; the five cents, train leaving the
sheds; and the ten cents, steamship. Printed by lithography, all are on
white unwatermarked paper and perforated 11. They are known both
gummed and ungummed. Also, all values are only known unused.

These four values are illustrated in Boggs in a horizontal se-tenant
strip of four.' It was Ed Wener who reported a fifth design - a design of
a child riding a fish or a boy riding a dolphin of Greek mythology but
without NEWFOUNDLAND or value. It was discovered in an
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imperforate block of four along with the one cent, three cents and five
cents. The child riding a fish and the train leaving the sheds are also
known se-tenant, both without NEWFOUNDLAND and value. The
colour of the block is olive and six other colours are known - black,
purple, red, deep blue, brown, and green. Ed Wener speculated that
there was only one printing plate and in order to get each design in a
different colour, the faker had to print the whole set in each colour. He
further speculated that since there were seven colours and only five
designs known there may be two more designs.

Many more designs are known. L. N. Williams in an article in the
April 1986 issue of STAMPS & FOREIGN STAMPS illustrated two
sheets from the British Library's Campbell- Johnson collection, one of
which is illustrated here in figure 2.6 Thanks are due to the British
Library for providing photographs of these two sheets. The four
Newfoundland designs can be seen along with two Crete labels and six
other designs, including the child riding a fish discovered by Ed Wener.
However the Newfoundland labels are not adjacent in a horizontal se-
tenant strip as can be seen illustrated in Boggs. Also the Crete labels are
vertically se-tenant in the British Library's sheets, but are also known
horizontally se-tenant.'

REGULAR POSTAL HISTORY & STAMP AUCTIONS
CONSIGNMENTS & DIRECT PURCHASES WELCOME

Canada - P.O. Box 430, ABBOTSFORD , BRITISH COLUMBIA V2S 5Z5
United States - P.O. Box 1507, SUMAS, WASHINGTON 98295-1507

Telephone ( 604) 850-1137
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Figure 2 - Courtesy of the British Library.

Well your editor has found four strips of the four Newfoundland
and the two Crete labels in the same strip . What is unusual is that they
are vertical strips, see figure 3. This means that there were at least three
different plates used to produce these labels. Probably each design was a
separate cliche and they were rearranged as additional printings were
necessary . It seems every time a little of the fog surrounding these labels
lifts, another bank rolls in.

On the five cents value under the words FIVE CENTS can be found the
name and address , `A. BAGUET GR 58 STRASBOURG PARIS' -
`GR' is the French abbreviation for engraver. Rue Strasbourg is now
Rue du 8 Mai. It is from this inscription that these labels take their
name,'PARIS ESSAYS'. In the margin above some three cents and
some ten cents can be found `WILLIAM B. HALE' and
'WILLIAMSVILLE, MASS USA' respectively. Around the turn of
the century, William B. Hale was a travelling stamp salesman based in
Williamsville, Massachusetts, in other words, a satchel dealer. His ethics
were not of the highest order. For example, in 1906 while living in
Williamsville, he was accused by J. M. Bartels of Boston of selling
United States newspaper stamps with forged cancellations to customers
in Germany. Although Hale agreed to make restitution, Bartels
indicated that the case had been reported to the authorities.'

When Hale died in 1936 in the federal penitentiary in Atlanta,
Georgia; found among his possessions were a number of handstamps
and cancellation blocks for forging postal markings, including several
from British North America. Photographs of the impressions from
Hale's devices were published in the 20 December 1936, 20 January, and
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20 February 1937 issues of POSTAL MARKINGS from which the

illustrations in figure 4 were taken. The exact dimensions however are
not known! It is not known to us if these markings were ever used on
any cover or stamp. Fake cancellations attributed to Hale are known on
USA's `Black Jack' stamp of 1863 (SG 69). It is possible that Hale, after
having the handstamps made, never got around to using them.10 If
anyone has a cover or stamp with these markings, your editor would like
to know about it.

William B. Hale's accomplice in this little production, A. Baguet,
also served time in jail. Alfred Baguet was imprisoned for three months
in Paris in 1922 for counterfeiting French and French Colonies stamps.
Also, L. N. Williams has traced other Cinderella stamps to Alfred
Baguet. In the 16 March 1987 edition of LINN'S STAMP NEWS, Mr.
Williams identified two Crete labels as Baguet creations. In the same
article the Crete labels are linked to these Newfoundland labels. As can
be seen in figures 2 and 3, The Crete labels are physically linked to the
Newfoundland labels as they were printed from the same plate. Mr.
Williams was able to locate Alfred Baguet in 1906 at 4 Rue St. Laurent
which is just around the corner from 58 Rue Strasbourg where he had a
studio and print shop.' The circumstances that put William Hale and
Alfred Baguet together to create these labels is still a mystery.

While Winthrop Boggs and Robson Lowe both called these labels
essays, in truth they are bogus creations. Being bogus creations they
were created in a fog and some of that fog is likely to be with them
forever.
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Since 1946 our firm has been known
for quality Canada & BNA.

Our auctions feature stamps,
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and specialized material.
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***************************

J.N. SISSONS INC.
Toronto Eaton Centre , Galleria Offices,
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FIFTY YEARS AGO - August 1942
By Kim Dodwell

Ask a Canadian what the single most momentous day of World War II
was and there is a good chance the answer will be the single word
`Dieppe'. On 19 August 1942 Canada suffered more casualties than on
any other day of the war, and lost more prisoners than in the whole of
the subsequent campaign in Europe. The controversy surrounding the
disaster still rumbles on.

Nearly 5,000 men of the 4th and 6th Brigades of the 2nd Canadian
Infantry Division landed at dawn on the beaches around the French
Channel port of Dieppe. By the same evening less than half of them were
back in England, with over 2,500 of their comrades left behind killed,
wounded and/or prisoners. The German defences were unexpectedly
strong, the covering fire for the Canadians inadequate, and no amount
of gallantry, of which there was plenty that day, could prevent the
greatest of all wartime raids from ending in disaster. The Royal
Navylived up to its best traditions in landing the troops and bringing off
survivors under devastating fire, the R.A.F. (with significant R.C.A.F.
support) had a tremendous battle with the Luftwaffe overhead, the
British Commandos on either flank achieved results varying from
brilliant to unfortunate, but on the ground the Canadian part in the
enterprise predominated, and they bore the brunt of the casualties.

One of the purposes of the raid was to provide a dress rehearsal for
the invasion of Normandy 21 months later. That the lessons learnt were
put to such good use and saved so many casualties on D-Day is put
forward as justification for Dieppe. Whether these invaluable lessons
could have been learnt more cheaply will always remain a source of
controversy, particularly among Canadians. Many books, many
thousand of words have been written since in analysis, defence and
accusation. With military history so well covered it is perhaps surprising
that the postal history of the raid is meagre, but no Field Post Offices
were directly involved, and the postal historian has to make do with
letters written by participants before and after the raid.

This tobacco receipt card is one of several types printed by different
suppliers of `smokes' to the Canadian forces, and they are a subject for
collection in their own right. This one has been cancelled by the
Canadian-type c.d.s. B.T.C.I. of Field Post Office CA-1 which served
the 1st Armoured Brigade. This comprised three tank regiments and one
of them, the Calgary Regiment, used the unique tank-shaped frame to
its Orderly Room handstamp. It was also unique in being the only
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FOR OVER SIXTY YEARS THE NAME

MARESCH
HAS BEEN KNOWN FOR

QUAL I TY
AND

INTEGRITY

THERE IS ALWAYS A PUBLIC AUCTION WITH

STRENGTH IN CANADA AND PROVINCES,

EITHER IN PREPARATION OR TAKING PLACE

SOON. WE WOULD BE DELIGHTED TO SEND

YOU A SAMPLE CATALOGUE, OR DISCUSS

SELLING YOUR TREASURES IN ONE OF

OUR SALES.

r. maresch & son
330 BAY ST., SUITE 703, TORONTO, ONTARIO,

CANADA M5H 2S9 (416) 363-7777
FAX: 416-363-6511
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armoured regiment involved in the Dieppe raid, 13 days after the
postcard was posted. Ten naval landing craft carried 30 of the Calgary's
Churchill tanks in the first wave, including the battalion H.Q. to which
L/Cpl Welch belonged. Four of the L.C.T.s were sunk and others were
badly damaged, but 29 tanks were landed and fought with varying
success until, either bogged down in beach shingle, or with tracks shot
off and all ammunition expended, they became spoils of war for the
jubilant Germans. Of all the crews in them, only one man returned to
England that evening.
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Capt. Kenny had been Staff Captain of the 5th Infantry Brigade
until shortly before 19 August 1942, when he was transferred to the staff
of 6 Brigade. The former did not take part in the raid, the latter did. On
that day most of 6 Brigade H.Q. became casualties as they tried to get
ashore, and Capt. Kenny became a P.O.W. The surface routed letter
arrived too late, and his replacement marked the cover as `missing' and
sent it back to Divisional H.Q. where the Canadian-type `T.C.2' c.d.s.
was applied for the second time and the letter was sent on its way back.
It went via the Canadian Postal Corps H.Q. at Acton (S.C.1.) then to
Ottawa for the B.A.P.O. Directory Service mark before going to the
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D.L.O. where it would have been opened to find the sender's address
and placed in an `ambulance' envelope for the final leg of its fruitless
journey.

From the several covers of the Burdick - De Lisle correspondence I
have, Pte Ivan Burdick was in H.Q. Coy. of the Essex Scottish Regt.
(4 Brigade) before the Dieppe landing, and was back with the same
battalion by October. This, the first letter after 19 August, is from No.1
Convalescent Depot, so he must have been one of the 27 men of the
Essex Scottish who returned to England wounded. Of the unwounded
who returned, there were only 25, out of the 553 who had embarked 24
hours before.
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Robert A. Lee Philatelist
Ltd

presents

CANADA and B .N.A. AUCTIONS

OUR AUCTIONS REGULARLY CONTAIN
SOME 2000 LOTS

INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES

ADMIRAL ISSUE

ADVERTISING COVERS

AIRMAIL 8 FLIGHT COVE Rti

AIRMAIL STAMPS

ALBERTA POSTAL HISTOR,

BOOKLETS 8 BOOKLET PANES
BRITISH COLUMBIA POSTAL HISTr)Rv

CENTENNIAL 196"I ISSUE
CINDERELLA MATERIA,

UE AD L ET'ER OF LICE

DISASTER COVERS

OUPLE8 CANCELLATIONS

EDWARD VII ISSUE
E RHIBIT ION 8 FAIR COVE PS

FANCY NUMERAL 8 SPEI.IAL'Y LANCE LIATIONS

1859 FIRST CENTS ISSUE
F IRST DAY COVERS

FLAG CANCELLATIONS

FORE I GN COVERS

FORGERIES

INTERNATIONAL MACHINE CANOE LLAT IONS

,U6, LEE ISSUE

LARGE QUEEN ISSUE
LEGISLATIVE MARKINGS

LITERATURE

MANITOBA POSTI AL HISTORY

MAP ; 18981 ISSUE

MAPLE LEAF ISSUE

MILITARY PO TA, HIST(/RY

MOON MOTO A POCON OANCELLATION1
NASCOPIE POSTAL HISTORY

NEW BRUNSWICK POSTAL HISTORY

NEW BRUNSWICK STAMPS

NEWFOUNDLAND POSTAL HISTORY

NEWFOUNDLAND STAMPS

N W T POSTAL HISTORY
NOVA SCOTIA POSTAL HISTORY

NUMERAL ISSUE

OFFICIAL STAMPS

Of LIC IALLV SEALED ST AMPY

0 H M S PERFINS

ONTARIO POSTAL HISTORY

PATRIOTIC COVERS & POSTCARDS

PENCE ISSUES
PERFINS PRIVATE,

PLATE BLOCKS

POSTAGE DUE ISSUES

POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTIONS 8 LARGE LOTS

POSTAL STATIONERY

PRLCANCELS

P E POSTAL HISTORY

PROOFS

QUEBEC POSTAL HISTORY

QUEBEC TERCENTENARY

RAILROAD POST OFFICES

RATE COVERS

REGISTERED CbVERS
REGISTRATION STAMPS

REVENUES
ROYAL TRAINS COVERS
SASKATCHEWAN POSTAL HISTORY

SEMI OFFICIAL AIRMAILS

SHIP CANCELLATIONS MARKINGS 8 J IE WOAROS

SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS

SMALL QUEEN ISSUE
SPECIAL DELIVERY STAMPS

SPECIMEN OVERPRINTS

SQUARED CIRCLES

STAMP COLLECTIONS K LARGE LA'S
STAMPLESS COVERS

VARIETIES

VIE WCARDS
WAR TAM STAMPS

YUKON POSTAL HIS TORY

CALL OR WRITE TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR CATALOGUE

^^ZL ^P PlIILATfI(ST f LIT
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SMALL QUEENS - Reflections on some theories
by John Hillson FCPS.

The study of the Small Queens has something of the appeal of a good
detective story. One has a few facts, a few clues, often conflicting, which
may or may not be fully appreciated, and little else, from which to try to
deduce the correct history of this most intriguing of issues.

The Move to Montreal
What does one have to go on? In 1946 Winthrop Boggs proved beyond
doubt that the printer's early operations, the British American Bank
Note Company, were centred in Ottawa and not in Montreal, as had
been believed previously. From details of the printing contract,
proposals and counter-proposals it is clear that the company wished
to locate and print in Montreal, but the Government required the work
to be produced in Ottawa. It is on record that each printing plate was to
be capable of printing 25,000 impressions before and 15,000 after repair,
except where `the patent green is used' (e.g for the two cents) as it was
considered particulary harsh. This condition was very conservative and,
thanks to the Duckworths, father and son, we also know that the
printers were able to invoice for a repair, and invoice for a plate, after
the requisite number of sheets had been printed, whether such work had
actually taken place or not.

Archives show that a fire occurred in the press room shortly after
the introduction of the first Small Queen, the three cents in January
1870. As a consequence the Board of Directors minuted that a request
be made to the Post Office Department to allow them to transfer
operations to Montreal, and they authorised the purchase of the lease of
premises in that city in anticipation of this permission being granted.
Moreover, from 1871 all correspondence from the P.O.D. was addressed
to the new Montreal premises, and this has led to some speculation that
printing operations had been transferred as early as that.

Two other important factors exist which tend to be overlooked;
first, a contract is a contract is a contract, one party to it cannot change
its terms without the express written permission of the other party;
second the British American Bank Note Company was a commercial
operation intent on making a profit - and presumably it still is.

In his book Boggs advanced a number of theories regarding the
issue which are now seriously being questioned and it is apposite to
assess the theories and counter-theories. They are:

1. Transfer to Montreal took place in 1874, shown by the ten cents plate
issued in that year from which the imprint had dropped `and Ottawa'.
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2. The reason for the reduction in size from Large to Small Queen was to

facilitate production. As the overall size of a Small Queen twin plate of
two panes of 100 subjects each was little larger than a single pane 100
subject Large Queen plate, twice as many stamps would be printed at a
time.

3. The decision to reduce the size of the stamps was taken by July 1869.

4. By implication all the first Small Queen plates were twin pane format.

It was in April 1975 that the writer first suggested that perhaps the

move to Montreal took place earlier than 1874. Having been weaned

philatelically speaking on British stamps, I was aware that even in

modern times a change of printing venue inevitably meant a change in
the physical characteristics of the product and no such significant
change is to be found in 1874. It is to be found in 1873 and I argued that
transfer probably started at the end of 1872 and continued through 1873
being complete sometime during that year. For the first time, but not the
last, the wrath of the gods descended upon my head; it still amazes me
how uptight some students become when a pet theory is challenged,
particularly when we are all dealing with conjecture anyway. However,
no one would seriously dispute today that the move took place before
1874 and I have seen nothing in the last 16 years to change my view of
the date. Nevertheless, because of the board minutes cited above, and
because of the address to which correspondence was sent, from 1871,
some will argue that that was the actual date. I do not think so. First is
missing any record of permission from the P.O.D. for production to be
moved; if it had been forthcoming such a vital concession would have
been recorded. Second it is not unknown to have an office in one
location and the works at another. Third there is no significant
difference in the appearance of the stamps produced from 1870 until the
end of 1872.

A Question of Size
Now as to the reduction in the size of stamps. We know from the
records that, due to the rapid rise in mail carried, from the beginning the
printers had difficulty in keeping up with orders. Boggs' reasoning seems
impeccable. But there are some who appear to think that if it is in Boggs
it has to be wrong. The real reason for the change, they say, is that the
size of the Large Queens was unpopular, and a letter has been found
from a minister of religion which proves it. Thus we have what must.
have been the fastest reaction to church pressure by any government
since Henry II of England submitted to being flogged in penance for
Becket's murder. Had unpopularity truly been the trigger would there
not have been letters in the contemporary press, signed perhaps
`Disgusted of Toronto' regarding the inconvenience of the Large
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Queens? Would not the contemporary press, both lay and philatelic,
have mentioned something to the effect that `bowing to public pressure,
the post office has now released the first of the new small format stamps'
instead of the simple statement that the three cents in the reduced size
had been issued?

Further if unpopularity had been the rub, one might have expected
to see a rapid withdrawal of the offending stamps, rather than the
desultory progress that was never completed inasmuch as the 15 cents
Large Queen was never replaced, and the 121/2 cents fell out of use
around 1879 due to postal rate changes, although Small Queen dies and,
in the case of the latter, a plate, had been made for both values.

When Were the Plates Made?
Until the Duckworths' book on the Large Queens was published, it was
assumed that Boggs was correct when he stated that the decision to
reduce the size was taken in July 1869, citing as he did the report in the
American Journal of Philately of 20 Aug, 1869. The Duckworths argue
that the decision was taken very much earlier, and that they believed
they had identified invoices relating to the making of Small Queens
plates as early as April 1869. What gave rise to this theory is an apparent
discrepancy between the number of one cent Large Queens issued before
the first delivery of one cent Small Queens and the number believed to
have been printed. They argued that only 9,600,000 Large Queens were
printed, not 12 million, because of the appearance of the small one cent
in March 1870, at which point only that number had been issued to the
public. To be correct that meant that the delivery of 3 million one cent
stamps in June 1869 was of the small size; in turn this entailed the plate
being identified with that invoiced on 30 April,1869. It is nicely thought
out.

I believe a number of points have been overlooked. Firth mentions
in his book on the 15 cents that during the mid nineties, i.e. the mid
period of the second Ottawa period, shades of this stamp in definite
Montreal colours and papers were issued to the public in significant
quantities. The conclusion to be reached from this is that the P.O.D.
stacked any fresh delivery from the printers on top of the old stock, and
indents from post offices were met by issuing sheets from the top of the
pile. It was a case of last in, first out.

A delivery of 300,000 Small Queen one cent stamps was made to the
P.O.D. in November 1869. These were put on top of the last delivery of
Large Queens, the 3 million delivered in June, or what was left of them.
This small delivery was issued while a considerable stock remained of
the large stamp. The evidence? The incidence of dated one cent Large
Queens is much higher in the first three quarters of 1870 than is Small.
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Next, as I said earlier, the printers were in business to make a profit,
and, as the Duckworths themselves showed, an invoice on work on a
plate might only mean that the requisite number of sheets had been
printed, and no work had actually been undertaken. The two and six
cents values in the new size were not issued until 1872. Why tie up good
working capital for some three years when it plainly was not necessary;
why also run the risk of plates made too early in advance of need
becoming so damaged by corrosion as to require expensive repair, or
even replacement? This, almost certainly, was what happened to the
Large Queen five cents plate made in 1868 and put away for seven years.
The fact that the issued stamps have a different imprint to the plate
proofs made in 1868 indicate a new plate; once made the printers never
bothered on any other occasion to change the imprint on a plate,
whatever it read, and wherever they were located. To make plates too
early does not make commercial sense.

Finally there is the evidence of the Sample Sheet. This had
impressions on it of every stamp, revenue and postage, that the printers
had dies of at the time it was made. It included four impressions of the
one cent Large Queen. The five impressions of the half cent
denomination, which is a Small Queen in size, was balanced by five
impressions of the small one cent. It is believed it was made in the
autumn of 1869. If the contention that the Small Queen plates were in
existence much earlier, why were examples not included? It could not
have been for security otherwise no Small Queen would have been
included as at that time none had been issued. They do not appear
because they did not exist. They did not exist because the decision to
reduce the size of the stamps was taken in July 1869, as reported in the
philatelic press mentioned above, and when the sample sheet plate was
made there had been time to make only the one cent Small Queen die.

One Pane or Two?
Next one turns to the question of the format of the plates themselves.
Some now believe the early plates were all single pane 100 subject plates.
Boggs, in other words, is wrong again. The ten cents, certainly, as he
says, was a single pane plate. Based on information published by Hans
Reiche in `Topics' the writer showed that the logical conclusion of that
research was that the early six cents plates, of which we now know there
were at least three, and possibly four, were also single pane plates, so
Boggs was adrift on this one. However the requirement for both the six
and ten cents was low in relation to the one, two, and three cents.
Sufficient pieces survive from the original two cents plate, made actually
in 1871, to prove it was a twin-paner. Insufficient evidence has survived
on the other two to be positive one way or the other, but given that
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Boggs' hypothesis that the reason for the change was to cope with ever
rising demand, and given that commercial firms at any particular time
tend to adopt a standard practice, the writer inclines to the view that
those plates also, were twin paned.

It is undoubted that at best one can only weigh one theory against
another; that at any time a piece of hard evidence may be found that
supports one in favour of the other, or perhaps scuppers both. Some of
the new opinions have been the result of much study and thought, But at
best, as things stand, they are non proven. Perhaps time will tell.

Op.Cit. The Postage Stamps and Postal History of Canada. Winthrop S. Boggs
The Large Queen Stamps. H.E. and H.W.Duckworth.
Canada Fifteen Cents of 1868. L. Gerald Firth
"Letters to the Editor". Maple Leaves Vol.15 No.8 p.237 April 1975
Location of the Montreal and Ottawa Printings of the Small Queen
Issue. J.E.Nixon & W.L. Simpson `BNA Topics' No.374
New Information on the Six Cents Small Queen.Hans Reiche FCPS BNA
`Topics' No 412
`BNA Topics' No.414. Letters

BOOK REVIEW

Newfoundland Specialized Stamp Catalogue

(Second Edition) by Walsh and Butt, published by Walsh's Philatelic
Services, 9 Guy Street, St John's, Newfoundland, AIB 1P4.

The first edition of this catalogue, published in 1988, was widely
acclaimed by those with an interest in the philately of Newfoundland.
Although titled as a catalogue, it is a combination of catalogue and
handbook, amounting to 140 pages in a spiral-bound format. Major
new features in this edition include monochrome photographs of the
stamps and post cards along with more than twenty photographs of
`First-Flight' aircraft. Other additions are `Officially Sealed' stamps,
`Postage Paid' cancellers, armed forces cancels, registration labels and
an expanded list of post offices detailing the various types of postmark
used up to the time of Confederation.

The second edition is highly recommended and Messrs Walsh and
Butt are to be congratulated on the quality and breadth of their
research. Copies will be available from the Handbooks Manager,
Derrick Scoot, priced at around £15-00 (to be confirmed).

BTS
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Let us help you find that ELUSIVE CANADIAN STAMP
Choice Classics Modern Errors

Our Specialty... the Unusual!
Our Current illustrated price list of CANADIAN & BNA Stamps

features CHOICE CLASSICS through MODERN ERRORS & VARIETIES

FREE ON REQUEST!

SASKATOON STAMP CENTRE
Internationally Recognized as a Leading Buyer of Canadian Errors and Varieties

P.O. BOX 1870, SASKATOON, SASK., CANADA S7K 3S2
Telephone : ( 306)931.6633 • TOLL FREE ( North Amerlca only) 1.800 667-6900 • Fax: (306 ) 9753728

Newfoundland Specialized
Stamp Catalogue 2nd Edition '92

Spiral bound, 140 pages, pictures, prices.
Detailed listing for NFLD stamps; covers; revenues; plate numbers;

1st flight covers; postal stationery; envelopes; slogans; coupons;
meters, dead letter office; postal rates; tax stamps;

1500 + town post offices and cancel types.

Available from: F.V.H. STAMPS; Vancouver, B.C.
George Wegg Ltd; Toronto, Ont.
Gary Lyon Ltd; Bathurst, N.B.

Vera Trinder Ltd; London, United Kingdom.
or

Walsh 's Philatelic Service
9 Guy St., St. John's

NFLD, CANADA AIBIP4
(709) 722 3476 fax/voice

Retail: Cdn. $28.50 post/GST paid : U.S. $24.00 post paid
Visa/Mastercard accepted.
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RECORD PRICES IN A 'BUYER 'S' MARKET
A special report from the Yellow Peril

Despite a poor economic climate; an unpopular and unappreciated field,
i.e., first day covers, fetched spectacular prices. At the June 1992 Sissons
(Toronto) sale three Admiral registered first day covers were sold at
record prices. Each was franked with a plate number (A115, A116 and
A117, respectively) block of six of the 1926 2c on 3c two-line surcharged
stamps. The covers, estimated to bring $250 + each, fetched a total of
$4100 ($1050 - Plate 115, $1050 - 116 and $2000 - 117), almost five and a
half times valuation. The realizations do not include the buyer's
premium or any sales tax.

The record prices not only surprised the auctioneer, both bidders
and the floor, but posed some interesting questions as well; for example,
are first day covers finally coming into their own and is it possible for
collectors to get in on the ground floor? One wonders too if a display of
first days in a BNA competition will ever take a high award.

Another FDC Sold
On 17 June R. Maresch & Son (Toronto), sold a first day cover of

the 1859 10c dark chocolate brown Prince Consort stamp. The cover,
described (justifiably) `undoubtedly unique' was estimated to fetch
$7,500. It was knocked down for $6,750 - just 10% below estimate.

This rare stamp in `very good' condition is catalogued $1,000 in the
current `Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps' ($2,750
for fine, $6,000 for very fine) and $3,000 on cover. Considering the
interesting price range for this stamp, the $6,750 price realized- even
with 10% premium added - is far from being an excessive amount to pay
for the privilege of possessing this `once-in-a-lifetime' gem.

'MAPLE LEAVES' FOR SALE
For Society Funds

Unbound Volumes 15,16,17 &18
£6.00 per volume including P.&.P.

Other single issues in stock Nos 42-204
75p each including P.&.P.

Nos 205-228 £1.00 each including P.&.P.
Enquiries invited

Dr J.S. Gatecliff, 68D, Pontefract Road,
Featherstone, Pontefract WF7 5HG
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The Postal History Society of Canada
invites applications for ne.-nbership

The PHSC publishes an award-winning quarterly Journal, sponsors
seminars on Canadian postal history , and awards prizes for the
best postal history exhibits at philatelic shows across Canada.

The 200- page special CAPEX 87 and 15th Anniversary Issue of the
Journal is still available at C$15.00, postpaid anywhere in the
world. For further information or membership application form,
please write to the Secretary:

R.F. NARBONNE,
216 Mailey Drive, Carleton Place , Ontario, Canada K7C 3X9

An Invitation
To Members of the Canadian

Philatelic Society of Great Britain
If you are not already a member of The Royal Philatelic Society of
Canada and you would be interested in joining the "Royal'.', please
write to The National Secretary, Department C. The Royal Philatelic
Society of Canada, National Office, P.O. Box 5320, Station "F",
Ottawa, Ontario, K2C 3J1, Canada, for membership application forms
or information.
Members receive The Canadian Philatelist, published bi-monthly, and
other benefits.

Annual Dues: Canadian Members $25.00
U.S. Members $25.00(US)
British Overseas Members $25 . 00(US)

Admission Fee: $ 5.00

GROW WITH THE ROYAL
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Dale Speirs

PINS AND PERFORATORS

Philip Mardsen commented in Maple Leaves (April 1992, page 325)
about pins per inch in perforation measurements. Let me contribute by
showing a couple of photographs of a sheet-fed line perforator. Figure 1
depicts the Rosback line perforator and gives a general idea of what
such a machine looks like. The wheels are edged with pins and, as they
rotate, they perforate the paper fed along the table below them. They
can be adjusted to different distances apart from each other, but the
thickness of the wheel sets a minimum size for any stamps that might be
perforated by them. One can also see that if the paper is misfed or jams,
then crazy perfs will result.

Figure 1 . The Rosback line perforator.

Figure 2 shows a close-up of the perforating wheels. Each groove
on the wheel lines up with a pin. There are 16 pins per inch on the wheel.
It is easy to see that if a pin is bent or broken the perforation will change
correspondingly. The markings on the wheels are in the Imperial system.
Strong supporter of the metric system that I am, I have never had much
patience with the business of measuring perforations per two
centimetres. The printers of BNA stamps used Imperial, and any
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Figure 2. The perforating wheels in close-up.

attempt to measure perforations in any other system will always lead to
inaccuracies. While it is too late to change the philatelic way of
measuring perforations, any attempt at measuring perfs such as 11.1 or
whatever,should be recognized for what it is, a poor approximation of
reality. Coupled with paper changes due to humidity or soaking, it can
be seen that fractional measurements of perforations give a false sense of
accuracy. The margin of error will be greater than the decimal fraction
of the perforation measurement.

To sum up then, perforating machines used sixteenths of an inch or
other fractions of an inch as the case may be.

John Hillson, FCPS

THE KIUSALAS GAUGE

Major Marsden's comments on the article that appeared in the January
'92 issue were most interesting and he put his finger on perhaps the main
drawback with this device; namely that because it is printed on
aluminium it is useless for stamps on cover, and stamps on cover,
properly backstamped are the only proof positive of a particular period
of use. The other serious drawback is that, other than to a devoted band
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of adherents, citing measurements in `Kiusalas' is gibberish to the vast
majority of stamp collectors, some of whom, hopefully, will be attracted
by the lure of the Small Queens. I, too, am a devotee of the `Instanta';
mine also is about 40 years old, and with a 4cm gauge which checked
dead on against a steel rule.

There are a couple of points raised in Major Marsden's article on
which I would like to comment. First I presume the `rare and elusive
perforation' referred to is perf 12.5. What evidence there is suggests that
the 3c. with this perf was produced in January or February 1870, not
mid-summer. In any case it is highly doubtful that ambient temperature
would account for half a hole per two centimetres difference from the
normal perforation of cll. Second, paper is described as being stable - it
is anything but. While it would be more or less dry when being
perforated, it would absorb some moisture from the atmosphere, and
that would vary according to the time of year. In order to avoid foxing,
those of us who value our treasures keep them in pretty dry conditions,
which means that the specimens are almost certainly a little smaller than
when they were produced. Which in turn means that too much
importance is attached to minor differences in perforation, in the same
way it used to be given to minor differences in paper.

Finally, the calculation that the width of a sheet of Small Queens
should come out close to 8" is also pretty accurate; taking it from the
centre of the extreme perforation rows, however well or badly centred, it
generally comes out at 7 and 15/16ths.

George B. Artken

KIUSALAS GAUGE

Perhaps I may be permitted three comments on Philip Marsden's article
`The Kiusalas Gauge' in the April 1992 Maple Leaves. (1) While I
continue to believe that the 19th century British, Canadian and
American machinists measured center-to-center spacing in thousands
of an inch, Mr. Marsden's suggestion of pins per eight inches is an
interesting and thought provoking alternative. (2) The discussion of the
small variations to be expected in perforations is a welcome reminder
that we should not expect absolute exact agreement with the Kiusalas
gauge or with any catalogue-specified gauge. (3) Mr. Marsden leads to
an extremely important point when he writes "(the Kiusalas gauge)
presents a series of finite gauges thus one can test an item against the
gauge and say whether it matches or not ....." Quite so. As Mr. Marsden
notes, the gauge is not a perforation gauge in the sense of the Instanta.
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Strictly speaking, the Kiusalas gauge is not intended for measuring the
perforation. The Kiusalas gauge, with a finite number of alternatives, is
intended for determining which of a finite number of perforation wheels
was used to perforate the given 19th century Canadian stamp.

I am indebted to Harry Lussey for a number of fruitful discussions
of these points.

Bob Bayes

LATHEWORK

In regard to Jonathan Rosers letter reported in the April 1992 issue of
`Maple Leaves', on the lathework of the l Oc `Blue Admiral' (Sc 117), one
quickly learns when dealing with most issues of stamps, and the
`Admirals' in particular, never to make an absolute judgement.

Illustrated is a block of Sc 117 in my possession showing full
lathework.* If one takes the time to view the plate proofs it will be seen
that all have full lathework.

In all cases the
lathework is never worn
but appears incomplete
when printed by the wet
process, research of which
was done by Daniel
Rosenblat and reported
in `Topics' (May 1970).
His research shows that
wet and dry printing, not
plate wear, makes this
difference.

One can assume a
great many more
examples of full
lathework are extant in

the philatelic community, and
many from owning them.

only luck and opportunity precludes

*Editor's Note: Bob actually sent illustrations of three different blocks, all showing
full lathework.
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FROM THE SECRETARY

PROPOSED RULE CHANGES

In accordance with Rule 28, the following proposed amendments to the
Rules have been received and are to be tabled for consideration at the
Annual General Meeting to be held on Saturday 3 October 1992.

Preview; a proposal to lower the age of eligibility for membership to
15 years was tabled at last year's AGM but remitted to the Executive for
further consideration. The following proposals have been prepared by
the Executive.

Proposals:

RULE 3 Membership:

Replace `18 years of age' by `15 years of age.'
Add after the first sentence `Candidates older than 17 years of age will
be considered for full membership, candidates of 17 years and under will
be considered for Junior Membership.'

RULE 6 Subscription

Add a further sentence
`The annual subscription for Junior Members will normally be half of
the approved sum.'

EXCHANGE PACKET RULES

Add to item 6
`Junior members may receive the packet provided that an appropriate
undertaking, in a form to be specified by the Society, has been
completed by a responsible adult and lodged with the Packet Secretary.'

NOTICE TO ALL MEMBERS

In the April issue I published a brief notice asking members who had any
comments on any aspects of the Society to pass them on to me - Dr Charles
Hollingsworth, 17 Mellish Rd., Walsall, West Midlands WS4 2DQ, so that, as
Chief Executive, I could arrange for them to be discussed and generally looked
into.

The result of this request was a NIL Response.

May I ask members to think on these lines again so that any comments/
requests can be looked into at our meeting at Convention?
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AMENDMENTS TO MEMBERSHIP
to 10 June 1992,

New Members
2668 CLARK John., 10 Devanha Gardens West, Aberdeen, Scotland ABI 2UW C
2669 ROBSON Richard., 6 Cloghill Place, Mastrick, Aberdeen, Scotland AB2 6LE C
2670 DRUMMOND Sheila., 3a Ferry Rd., Edinburgh, Scotland EH6 4AE C
2671 HULLAND Ronald J., Cleeve Lodge, Petitor Rd., St.Marychurch,

Torquay, Devon TQI 4QF C,Corks,Rings

Reinstated
860 COOK A P., 209 Coy Glen Road, Ithaca, New York 14850, USA C,N,BS
2506 GRANT DUFF Brian N ., Box 21012 , 644 Hornby St , Vancouver, BC,

Canada V6C 3K3

Deceased
1643 SHERRATT T S

C

Change of Address
2545 BOWEN Don, Box 1737, Stn `M', Calgary, AB, Canada T2P 2L7
2615 HASID Ariel G.. PO Box 127, Cote St Luc, Montreal, Quebec-; Canada H4V 2Y3
2175 HOLTZ Andrew G, PO Box 1664, Greenwich, CT 06836, USA
2500 JACOBSON Dr Charles, 2721 Olive Hwy, Suite 11, Oroville, CA 95966 USA
2546 POPE Preston A., 247 Rainier Ave., So San Francisco, CA 94080 USA
1222 PIKE J A., 2803 W 41st Ave., Apt 217, Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6N 4B4
2085 SEARLE G P., Ryvoan, 11, Riverside, Banchory, Kincardineshire AB31 3PS
2559 CHUNG A., PO Box 89111, Westdale Postal Outlet, Hamilton, ON,

Canada L8S 4RS
2191 STILLIONS C., 2010 48th Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007-1552 USA
2316 SCOTT J H., 5 Surrenden Road, Brighton BH 16PA

Removed for Non-Payment
2635 Boulangier F 2353 Shanks T P
2158 Cully L N 2563 Wheeler T L
2588 Mobbs M A 2442 Winstone D J
2213 Ordish R F 2254 Young D L
2465 Quinn E 2642 Yule D A

Revised Total: 524

FOR SALE 40c Quick Sticks stamp
pack - back cover illustrations reversed
and inverted but corrected with sticker
covering the error. Set of 2 covers
showing rock at right, and left.
£17.50. A Chung, PO Box 89111,
Westdale Postal Outlet, Hamilton, ON,
L8S 4R5.

WANTED Map covers, Small Queens
with fancy corks, pre 1890 dated
cancels and maps with SC, RPO's,

Corks, S.O.N. Cancels. F-VF or better
stamps only. Ship with asking prices to
R. Fournelle, P.O. Box 152, Snowdon
Branch, Montreal, Canada H3X-3T4.

WANTED: Popular stamps V. 1 & 2,
Essay Proof Journal, Philatelic Litera-
ture Review, Postal History, Early
Sissons, Harmers, Air Post Journal,
Collectors Club Philatelist, others also.
Offers to R. Winmill, P.O. Box 2722,
London, Ontario, Canada.
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THE CANADIAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY

OF GREAT BRITAIN 1990/91
President:

J. C. McLaren, 15 Murray Place, Viewlands, Perth, Scotland PHI IBP.

Secretary:
B.T.Stalker, Glaramara, Pare Bryn Coch, Upper Bryn Coch, Mold, Clwyd CH7 1XX

Treasurer:
Dr A. Salmon, `Windy Hills', 17 Lyons Lane, Appleton, Warrington WA4 5JG

Subscription Manager
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HANDBOOKS FOR SALE
August 1992

Prices include inland postage unless otherwise stated

Scott's 'Specialised Catalogue' 92 Spiral Bound ..................... £8.50

Scott's 'Specialised Catalogue' 92 Perfect Bound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £7.50

L.F. Gillam Canadian Mail by Rail. 1836-1867 . . . . . . . . . . . . £7.50

Webb Postal Stationery Catalogue. 5th Edition ......... £7.50
H. Reiche Canada Constant Pre Cancel Varieties. . . . . . . . . . . £5.00

H.G. Walburn The Canada Pre Cancel Handbook . . . . . . . . . . . . £10.00

Steinhart The Postal History of the Postcard in Canada . . . . . . . £3.50

Bailey & Toop Canadian Military Post Offices to 1986 . . . . . . . . . . £8.00

Reiche & Sendbuehler Constant Plate Varieties of the Canada Small Queens . . . £10.00

Bileski Canada Postage Stamps 1953-74 . . . . . . . . . . . . . £7.25

Palmer Upper & Lower Canada Cross Border Mail to 1851 . . . . £17.50

Montgomery Postage Rates of the North Atlantic Mails (1635-1950) . . £19.00

OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE
SEE PREVIOUS 'MAPLE LEAVES' FOR DETAILS

Prices have had to be increased slightly
to accommodate increased postal charges.

'MAPLE LEAVES' BINDERS:
Keep your 'Maple Leaves' tidy. Binders £6 each incl p&p.

Obtainable from:

DERRICK SCOOT
62 JACKMANS PLACE

LETCHWORTH
HERTS
SG61RQ

Please make cheques payable to Canadian PS of GB
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